
Romance

Never Always Sometimes by Adi Alsaid
Resolving to avoid high school clichés, best friends Dave and Julia maintain strict rules about behaviors to avoid while Dave
secretly hides his crush on Julia, a situation that is complicated by Julia's impetuous decision to break every rule. (2015)

The Anatomical Shape of a Heart by Jenn Bennett
Sparks fly when 17-year-old Beatrix Adams, who strives to be a medical illustrator, meets Jack, one of San Francisco's most
notorious graffiti artists. As Beatrix begins to uncover the secrets that have left Jack so wounded, her own family secrets threaten
to tear them apart. (2015)

City Love by Susane Colasanti
A story told from the alternating viewpoints of three very different girls living together in NYC follows their struggles to find the
balance between their dreams, their pasts and their complicated hearts. (2015)

The Distance from Me to You by Marina Gessner
Deferring her college freshman year to hike the Appalachian Trail from Maine to Georgia, McKenna falls in love with runaway Sam
before their whirlwind romance leads them into dangerous uncharted territory. (2015)

Until Friday Night by Abbi Glines
In the small town of Lawton, Alabama, star high school quarterback West Ashby meets new girl Maggie Carlton, both battling
feelings of grief and sorrow. (2015)

The Improbable Theory of Ana and Zak by Brian Katcher
Ana is an honor student obsessed with being successful at everything academic, Clayton is her 13-year-old genius brother, the
youngest student in their high school, and Zak is a gamer who is forced to join the quiz team by his teacher. When Clayton sneaks
off to a science fiction convention in Seattle while they are all there for a quiz bowl tournament, Ana is forced to depend on the
unreliable Zak to find him. (2015)

Dreamology by Lucy Keating
Experiencing dreams about her soulmate all of her life, Alice meets the real boy, Max, when she moves to a new school and finds
that their real relationship is more complicated than their dream one. (2016)

Jesse's Girl by Miranda Kenneally
When Maya remarks that she wants to be a pop star on Career Day, she is partnered with Jesse, a famous teen musician, whose
career has prevented him from making friends. (2015)
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Romance

Things We Know by Heart by Jessi Kirby
A year after losing her boyfriend, Trent, in an unexpected accident, Quinn Sullivan secretly tracks down the recipient of his donated
heart in an attempt to heal, but ends up falling for him. (2015)

Love, Lucy by April Lindner
American backpacker Lucy falls in love with the Italian culture and a handsome street musician, Jesse, whom she has difficulty
letting go of when she returns home. (2015)

In Real Life by Jessica Love
When her senior year spring break plans are ruined, Hannah impulsively embarks on a road trip to Vegas to meet an online friend
with whom she has been communicating since she was in 8th grade. (2016)

First & Then by Emma Mills
High school student Devon's contented life on the sidelines is disrupted by her placement in a gym class with her misfit football
player cousin and the team's obnoxious but attractive star running back. (2015)

The Trouble with Destiny by Lauren Morrill
Discovering that her beloved band is losing funding, drum major Liza aspires to win a spring break talent show aboard a luxury
cruise ship. Setting aside her feelings for a longtime crush to focus on her goal, she is challenged by an untimely malfunction
onboard the ship. (2015)

This Is My Brain on Boys by Sarah Strohmeyer
A straitlaced teen who seeks entry into an elite school conducts experiments on her peers to prove a theory that love is nothing
more than brain chemicals, an effort that is challenged by difficult competitors and her growing feelings for a mysterious
newcomer. (2016)

Summer Days and Summer Nights: Twelve Love Stories edited by Stephanie Perkins
A collection of summertime romances by 12 best-selling young adult authors includes contributions by such notable favorites as
Francesca Lia Block, Lev Grossman and Veronica Roth. (2016)

What We Left Behind by Robin Talley
When Toni and Gretchen separate for their first year of college, they find that school opens up possibilities and that being apart is
harder than they expected. (2015)

The Fill-in Boyfriend by Kasie West
Convincing a stranger to stand in as her boyfriend for the prom after enduring a humiliating breakup, Gia discovers that she has
feelings for the young man and is very much interested in transforming their budding friendship into something more. (2015)
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